
War of Spanish Succession: 

If you still don’t know what this is about, here is a quick, hip summary: 

 Spanish Charles II (whom everyone knows is a little loco and has some baby-makin’ issues) finally kicks 

the bucket. He ain’t got no babies (see last sentence), so he picks his great nephew Philip of Anjou to be 

his next man. Grandad Louis the big Fourteen sees this and be all like, “me likes dis. I can get some 

Spanish… big tracks of land, ya. You Spanish weridos can have him. I gotta go get a cool pair of dem 

rockin’ heels to go to the ceremony in, bros.” But, all of them other guys like England and Mr. Holy 

Roman Empire and those dike-lovin’ Dutch dudes see this and be all “He be after the dough, bros. Ain’t 

nobody got time fo’ France + Spain.” So they crash the party, and after a 12 year drunken stupor of a 

war, everything finally gets straightened back out in Utrecht. Those Grand Alliance mafia dudes (Dutch, 

England, and HRE) be all “oh-no you didn’t”, so they make this fist-pumping rule that Spain and France 

can’t ever be bros no more. Spain gets hungover even more since Rocroi during the 30 Years War, and 

England gets lots of that stuff called land. 

That’s it basically. 

Oh, and Louis’ got big guns.  

Ivan the Terrible: 

Cossacks were free groups and outlaw armies that peasants often fled to outside of the tsar’s reach. He 

restricted the movement of peasants much more because of this, tying them to the land and also so that 

he could better tax them. Another important group of people were the Oprichni, the guards that 

suppressed internal threats to the Tsar. 

Ivan’s first wife Anastatia Romanov’s death had a large impact on the tsar and also began the Romanov 

dynasty with Michael Romanov, Ivan’s successor and nephew. Ivan’s son’s death four years after his 

own left Russia without an heir, precipitating the Time of Troubles. In 1613, Michael was elected to 

become the new tsar by the boyars, the Russian nobility. 

He largely expanded Muscovy, defeated the Mongols—who had owned Russia since the beginning of 

the Mongol Yoke, and pretty much used land against the boyars to turn them into his service nobility. 

 

Peter the Great: 

Sophia ruled before Peter. He co-ruled with his half-brother Ivan V, who died leaving Peter as the sole 

Tsar.  

Peter was also expansionistic like Ivan IV. He took Azov from the Ottoman Turks and defeated the 

Swedes in the Great North War (after a swift defeat at Narva). Thus, Sweden fell off the European radar 

after Charles XII’s loss at Poltava. 



Peter was fond of Europe and its accomplishments, attempting to push the Asian-oriented Russia 

westward. He traveled parts of Europe like the Netherlands (Dutch) with his “Grand Assembly”, 

returning to Russia at word of his conservative Streltsy (guards) rebelling.  

Military Power increased under Peter (Navy!), particularly with essentially life-long drafts into the 

military. Some of the other changes included mandatory education for noble boys, further defining the 

gap between peasant and noble education, reforms to the Eastern Orthodox Church, and a poll tax. 
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